
Improve your business between
Türkiye & the Netherlands

We identify your market niche after thorough and 

local investigation of products/ producers/

suppliers. We will brief you at every step in the 

process enabling you to swiftly adapt strategy 

according to the most actual market research 

outcomes.

SERVICES

Market Research

Business Partner Research

You want to establish a new company or joint-

venture? 

Let us handle all steps from the negotiation with 

appropriate candidates, vetting of trustworthy 

management, to the conclusion of potential 

partnerships with e.g. suppliers, manufacturers or 

distributors. Our Dutch, English and Turkish 

speaking trade experts engage personally with 

potential partners or customers after your consent. 

Company Establishment

Establish your company on solid foundations by 

keeping your financial risk and bureaucratic 

hassle to a minimum. We are aware opaque 

bureaucratic situations and invisible cultural 

peculiarities. You can expect services from A to 

Z: financial consultancy, recruitment, insurance, 

investment and incentive research. 

Commercial Delegation Trips

Keep your own hands free, save time and focus 

resources on your core-business. Ask us to identify 

potential customers and commercial partners, 

planning of trade events and commercial B2B or 

group meetings with relevant institutions, 

commercial attaches, exporters’ unions, chambers 

of commerce and industry and expert associations. 

Legal Consultancy Services

Solve your legal challenge with our Turkish, 

Dutch and English speaking expert team 

consisting of lawyers and financial advisors in 

Türkiye. Aside of providing general consultancy, 

we can also shed light on specific cases or 

complex juridical procedures. 

We guide you in person and individually towards 

a successful solution in a result-oriented 

approach.

We offer expert staff, professional business 

networks and trade experience

We have offices in Rotterdam and Istanbul the 

most important logistics hubs connecting Europe 

& Asia



A natural bridge between

both the East-West and the

North-South axes, thus creating an

efficient and cost-effective hub to

major markets.

TÜRKİYE

Access to1.5 billion people 

and a combined market worth of USD 

24 trillion GDP in Europe, MENA, and 

Central Asia

within a 4-hour flight radius.

Head Office

Goudse Rijweg 382, 3031 CK

Rotterdam/The Netherlands

+31 88 8087816

Türkiye Office

İsklal Cad. Turhol Han Apt.

No: 189 /3 Beyoğlu 

İSTANBUL/TÜRKİYE

+90 212 963 17 09

www.turkishdutchtrade.com

info@turkishdutchtrade.com

turkish-dutch-trade-consulting/

@TurkishDutchTrade

Türkiye is one of the fastest growing economies in the 

world. Interest in Türkiye is increasing sharply . Both 

imports from and exports to Türkiye have increased in 

recent years. The prospects for the future are very 

promising.

This is where Turkish Dutch Trade comes into action.

We provide you with the right guidance in your step to 

Turkey. We have a large network and extensive

knowledge in the field of authentic Dutch and Turkish 

products. Do you have questions about Turkish laws 

and regulations? Our Turkish lawyers help you with 

your legal issues in the field of corporate law. Where 

other trading partners limit their services, we go 

further. We are your full-service trading partner.

Turkish Dutch Trade is a dynamic company. We have

offices in Rotterdam and Istanbul, the most important 

logistic hubs connecting Europe & Asia. We stand for 

service, quality and flexibility. We take care of the 

import or export process and completely unburden 

you. You should not expect less from us. Our goal is to 

bring Dutch and Turkish high-quality products to the 

market at an affordable price. 
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